**INTRODUCTION**

The enormous development in Science and Technology has provided man with every possible comforts and luxury in life. The world has reduced to a global village as a result of the revolution in the field of satellite communications and supersonic aviation. As a result today man is busy with providing as much as comforts as possible to make him happy. But surprisingly, man is more unhappy and uneasy today with no peace in life. The most alarming fact is that today, man more than ever, is in the clutches of numberless psychosomatic diseases due to stress. Ayurveda describes in a wide-ranging manner for keeping healthy manna that has been described in two ways – i) by explaining manovighat in diseases & ii) by explaining the maintenance of manoswasthya in daily routine. Prasanna Means because of happiness of manna our soul gets strength & a person with prasannamanna can do every work with concentration, full efficiency & by using abilities. By doing such work, a person can solve many problems by giving suggestions to himself as well as others. Ayurveda explains Manoswasthya in-depth & in a broad manner with the help of Yoga, Aahar and Sadvrittas.

**MENTAL HEALTH**

Mental Health is also an important subject like physical health because various mental diseases are rising due to unawareness about mental health, These are like, i) Anxiety, ii) Panic Attacks, iii) Depression, iv) OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder) etc. These are discussed below:

**Anxiety:** These sweat palms before an exam starts. The beating heart on the stage is characteristic of anxiety. Without early intervention, some anxiety cases can be chronic, but many people especially men feel that seeking help is a sign
of weakness. This is true for nearly all anxiety or mental health problems. Experts believe that some of the faults lie in our culture in which men are not supposed to be fearful. Men buy into this myth themselves, say, psychologists. They will insist that it is a medical condition, like a cardiac arrest, even after that’s been ruled out. The fact is, with true panic, the experience in the body feels almost the same as heart attack.3

**Depression:** Depression is a medical illness & not just a feeling of hopelessness. It’s more than just feeling sad. Every 3rd female and every 5th male will have it at least once. Depression is the third most common illness in the world.4

According to modern science, behavioural therapy is an important & parallel treatment to medication. The important thing is to reach out to people coping with such ills, say psychologists so that they can control the symptoms, rather than the symptoms controlling them. So like as “Sadvrattas” is also a type of treatment.

---

**MANOSWASTHA AND AYURVEDA**

Three major concepts of Manoswastha & Ayurveda are Yoga, Aahar & Sadvrattas. These are discussed below:

Ayurveda is not only the science which cures the diseases like other pathies (Allopathy or Homeopathy etc.) rather from the point of view of socialization, Acharya’s have given several high thoughts or ‘updesh’ to strengthen the will power & enhance the moral values of the human being.

The importance of manna has been described in many places like satva pariksha is also included Dasvidha Pariksha, the medicines should be given by keeping in mind the three state of manna i.e. pravare, madhya & avara. Hence, there should not be any panic of manna, as a result of which the safety of manna will become the safety of manoswasthya or mental health.5,6

- Ayurveda describes broadly for keeping healthy manna that has been described in two ways – i) by explaining manovighat in diseases & ii) by explaining the maintenance of manoswasthya in daily routine. The manovighat is also a cause of diseases like Chardi, Atisar, murcha, unmad, Apasmar etc. The Acharyas have indicated that we should keep safety so that there should not be any vighat to manna.

- “Vishado Rogvardhanaam Shrestham” Vishada is the main cause for the rising the disease. The sadness of manna, poor will power, creates the negative thoughts in the manna, as a result of which the disease widens & on the other hand, if there is positive thinking & high will power, one can get rid of incurable diseases too. There is also a lokokti- “manna ke hare har hai manna ke jite jite.”

Thus for keeping healthy manna, we should follow the rules of Ayurveda by accepting the Dinacharya, Ritucharya & Sadvrattas in our daily routine.

- In the present scenario, everyone has become so much luxurious life stylish, greedy for money, greedy for high-level jobs. To fulfill such aims, by keeping aside the manna, peoples apply any means which may be wrong but because of Asatmyaindriyarth Samyoga, they are facing many complicated diseases. A man can avoid anything except his manna. The crimes which he does, give him so many pains in the loneliness that he becomes a patient of depression.7

- On the other hand for keeping healthy manna Acharyas have given the ideas of Yoga, Aahar & Sadvrattas.

---

**DISCUSSION**

Yoga is a system of living with sense and science of the realization of ultimate values and altruistic mission of life. Yoga evolves a harmonious order in mind, matter and men. Yoga practices are used for the therapy Asanas, Kriyas, Pranayams, Bhandas, Mudras and Meditation techniques are all used for the treatment of psychosomatic diseases. Through the practice of Yoga, we can acquire physical & mental health. The Yoga includes eight steps Yama, Niyama, Pranayama, pratyahar, Dharna, Bhavana, and Samadhi. Every step is very important for keeping healthy manna but Pranayama has become so much popular & useful that the whole universe has accepted the importance of pranayama. By Pranayama the body, mind & manna go on the right path.7,8

The eight steps of Yoga are discussed below:

- **Yama:** Yama means self-control. Patanjali explains Yama as Ahinsa, Stalya, Asteya, Brahmacarya, and Aparigrah Yama. This purifies the mind & Chitta. In this way manna becomes healthy.

- **Niyama:** Niyama means discipline or following the rules of good conduct. Niyama – “Soch Santosha Tapas Svadhyaya Isvaraparidhanani niyamah” means internal & external purification.

- **Asana:** “Sthiram Sukham Asanam” which means the posture is that which is firm and pleasant without a firm seat one cannot sit for a long time & cannot concentrate too.

- **Pranayama:** The Chitta has, by its nature, all knowledge. It is made up of satva particles but is covered byajas & tamas particles, and pranayam removes this covering and mind becomes fit for concentration. In this way Mann becomes healthy.

- **Pratyahara:** By practising this, the aspirant can keep his mind undisturbed by worldly objects.

- **Dharna:** is the concentration of Chitta on some objects.

- **Dhyana & Samadhi:** Meditation is a proved & successful cause for Manoswasthya.
The knowledge about all Yoga and its eight steps will be helpful to understand the subject as to how they keep healthy manna. Further, the referred eight steps of Yoga make the manna pure & healthy.\textsuperscript{4,6}

For the development of mind, three courses are to be followed – wholesome food, congenial atmosphere & regular exercise. With the help of following food rules in Ayurveda, the relationship of Manna & Aahar can be discussed as under:

\begin{itemize}
  \item The food should be ushna, snigdha & matravada,
  \item It should be taken after digestion of previous food,
  \item It should be virya-aviruddham,
  \item The place & contents of food should be as desired by the user,
  \item It should be taken on the right time,
  \item The food should be peaceful by avoiding talking & laughing while taking the same and
  \item The quantity of food should be as per the user’s capacity.
\end{itemize}

By following the above rules, we can avoid manovighat. Food which we take, one part of it nourishes our manna too and in the reference of rasa karma we find that:

- Madhur Rasa – keeps happy to all five indriyas with manna,
- Amal Rasa – activates our manna,
- Katurasa – activates all indriyas for doing their work.

\section*{APPLICATION OF SADVRRITTA}

Acharyas have stressed on the point that we should never take food on that place or in that situation which deviate our ‘manna’ so that manna will be happy, ‘swastha & will keep indriyas with proper connection to their subject or samyak yoga. This is also said that for the proper digestion of food the happiness of manna is necessary. In spite of good quality & proper quantity, food can not be digested if there is chintya, shock, bhaya, krodha, dukha & jagrana. From the above, it is clear that Manna & Aahar (food) are related to each other. The last but most important concept is “sadvrittas”. Sadvritta means to follow the good behaviour and as to why we should follow the same has been explained by Acharyas as under:-

\begin{quote}
  \textbf{तस्मादात्महितं चिकीर्षीता सर्वेन् सर्वं संस्मरणाम् च चिकीर्षीता सर्वेन् सर्वं संस्मरणाम्}
\end{quote}

For self-help, everyone should follow all the Sadvrittas sincerely by keeping in mind that by following the Sadvrittas we can get two things simultaneously – Arogya & Vijaya on Indriyas. The complete description of the Sadvrittas is given below:-

\begin{quote}
  \textbf{तद्व्यानुतिष्ठ्न् धुम्पदस्मादस्मादहृद्यतां अर्थम् भवति द्व्यानुतिष्ठ्न् धुम्पदस्मादस्मादहृद्यतां अर्थम्}
\end{quote}

Worship of Devta, Gow, Brahmin, Vridha, Sidha purush & Acharyas, Agni-Upasna, using good medicines & taking bath both the times. By all these activities we get strength & our manna becomes happy, the concentration of mind & when the day begins with good activities & feelings, the whole day will also be good & manna will be full of energy.

We should not waste our working time, we should not start any new work without examining the same, should not be in the control of indriyas, should not take more tension which may cause bad effects on our mind, should not be lazy, should not be in the control of grief, should not be much happy on being a success and unhappy on failure, should not forget rules of nature phrased as “As you sow, so you reap”, should not be much hope for the efforts made.

Application of Sadvrittas is the best way to have healthy manna.

\begin{itemize}
  \item We should have good self-control on the excitement of our manna.
  \item We should not be in the control of grief - If we have much tension there may be many mental disorders because of manovighat.
  \item We should not forget the rule of nature – “As you sow, so you reap”. Here, Acharyas want to say that there should be a feeling of fear while doing the bad works because we have to bear the result of every work whether good or bad. Hence, we should do good works only so that there will not be manovighat.
  \item We should not be much hopeful from every effort made. We should not be depressed on failure even after doing the hard work. For example, for various competitive exams, several intelligent students do the hard work & become much hope for success but on being a failure, they go in depression and lose their all capabilities and even attempt to commit suicide. If they don’t become much hopeful & accept the result of whether success or failure, they will be able to analyse their efforts to know their weakness.
  \item We should not always keep in mind the misbehaviour done by anybody intentionally or otherwise. So, we will not have feelings of ego & revenge and manna will be healthy. As a result, a person will be able to do his work with concentration & get the success easily.
\end{itemize}

\section*{CONCLUSION}

Happiness of manna our soul gets strength and a person with prasannamanna can do every work with concentration, full efficiency & by using abilities. By doing such work, a person can solve many problems by giving suggestions to himself.
as well as others. Ayurveda explains Manoswasthya in-depth and a broad manner with the help of Yoga, Aahar & Sadvrittas.
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